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2018 4-H Robotics Challenge 
 
General Rules 
 
Team Size 
Teams may be between three (3) and five (5) members.  
 
Age 
Kentucky 4-H Age  
 
Registration 
All members of the team must be present to register for the event.  
Teams should bring one of the following:  a robot driving base found in LEGO MINDSTORM 
Education NXT Base Set, or; a robot driving base found in the LEGO MINDSTORM Education EV3 
Core Set instructions. Robots can be modified by using any standard LEGO parts by the challenge 
start time.  The robot MUST fit within a 7”X 7” square.  Before the challenge begins the Judge 
will check size of the robot. 
  
Supervision  
One adult coach/mentor per county is required to be at the event.  The adult coach/mentor is 
not to be considered a team member. 
 
Pit 
Each team will have a “Pit Area” to work in. Each team will need to bring any equipment that is 
needed. Including, but not limited to: power cords, laptops, and/or LEGO parts. Only team 
members are allowed in the “Pit Area.” Tables and chairs will be provided.  
 
Contest Etiquette 
Competitors and audience members are expected to remain polite, sportsmanlike, and 
considerate at all times. Good cheers, encouragement, and applause for all competitors are very 
much appreciated. Remember this is a 4-H event and 4-H appropriate behavior IS expected from 
EVERYONE. 
 
Building 
Teams will start either with their robot driving base found in LEGO MINDSTORM Education NXT 
Base Set or; a robot driving base found in the LEGO MINDSTORM Education EV3 Core Set 
instructions. Teams can modify their robot with any standard LEGO part once the tournament 
begins.  
 
Programming 
Teams will program their robots for challenges when the competition starts. It is encouraged the 
teams practice programming before competition.  
 
Remotes 
Controlling a robot using Bluetooth or any other means of remote control is strictly prohibited 
and will result in disqualification.  



SumoBot Challenge  
 
Philosophy  
Teams will design and build a robot to simulate Sumo wrestling contests. The SumoBot Challenge features 
two robots trying to push each other out of a ring. The competitions are non-destructive, friendly, and 
encourage learning.  
 
Overview  
Two self-controlled (or previously programmed) robots are placed in a ring. The robots try to avoid falling 
out or avoid being pushed out by the opponent robot. The first robot that touches the outside line of the 
ring loses the round.  The first robot to win two rounds, wins the match. Different robots compete one-
on-one against each other throughout the contest. The robot that wins the most matches wins the 
contest. 
 
Robot Dimensions 
SumoBots may be 7” or less in width, 7” or less in depth and 10” or less in height. As soon as movement 
is allowed in a match, the robot may twist, fall, or expand without size limits. 
 
Harmless 
At all times, robot behavior must be non-offensive, non-destructive, and non-harmful to humans, robots, 
and the facilities. The Judges may require safety changes or other modifications to meet the harmlessness 
requirement. 
 
Contest Bracket /Double Elimination 
The contest brackets will be set up by the Competition Coordinators and published before the matches 
begin. The bracket will allow losing SumoBots a second chance to become the winner. Upon losing two 
matches, the SumoBot is out of the contest. 
 
The Match 
Player responsibilities for the match: 

• Place the SumoBot in the ring as directed by the Judge.  SumoBots must start the match back to 
back. 

• Press the start button on the SumoBot when directed by the Judge. After 3 seconds the SumoBot 
may begin moving. 

• Move back behind lines on SumoBot Ring. 
• Catch any SumoBot that is out of the ring and turn it off. 
• Place the SumoBot back in designated Pit Area between matches. 

 
Simple Functions 
Robot must be able to perform the following:  

• Move forward and backward. 
• Turn in all directions. 
• Detect other robots. 
• Detect the difference in color between the white SumoBot ring and black “out of bounds” ring. 

 
Basic Rules 
Participants agree to the following basic rules: 

• One match will consist of three rounds, within a total of 3 minutes per round. The team who wins 
two rounds wins the match and advances in the bracket. 

• The match will be stopped, and a rematch will ensue when it is apparent that neither SumoBot is 
making any progress for duration of about 4 seconds as determined by the Judge. 

• A player has 30 seconds to correct a problem between rounds. 



Adventures Under the Sea; 4-H Robotics Challenge 
Developed by Katharine Estep, Erin Johnson, Claire Mackey, Nicholas Wideman, Connor 
Wilkerson, and Alyssa Wozniak 
2018 University of Kentucky BAE305 Class Project: Dr. Joe Dvorak-Instructor  
	
Philosophy 
Teams will design a robot to travel through an under the sea adventure. The adventure will 
consist of challenges that feature multiple obstacles and pathways to accomplish the tasks. The 
tasks are non-destructive, friendly, and encourage learning and problem-solving strategies. 
 
Scenario 
“You are a guppy fish that has wandered too far away from his family and you need to find your 
way back home.” 
 
To find your way back to your family, you must first travel through the coral reef. This is where 
the distance sensing will occur as your robot will have to find its way out of the reef (maze) by 
sensing where there are breaks in the walls. There are 45 and 90 turns. 
 
Upon escaping the coral reef, you must follow the single winding current (line) to make it back 
to your family. As you move along the current, you will pass through some areas that are 
dangerous where you must use caution, meanwhile other areas are safe. Where the current 
becomes red, the water is infested with sharks and you must swim slowly and stealthily to avoid 
detection. Where the current becomes green, you are in safer shallow waters and can swim as 
fast as you want!” 
 
Video trailer for the challenge: https://youtu.be/7uva_C8Lni8  
 
Course Dimensions and Preparation 
The maze will be constructed in a 4’ x 8’ area and corners may be either 90 degrees or 45 
degrees (or a combination of both). Robots must be able to navigate through different tasks. 
There will be a practice maze identical to the Challenge maze for teams to utilize. 

● The maze will have one start/end box with the equipment to complete each task located 
at different points on the board. 

● The robot must complete each task and return to the start/end box in order to complete 
the challenge. 

● Each team will be ranked on the number of points accumulated from each completed 
task. The point values for each task are listed below in the Scoring Sheet section. 

● In the event multiple teams accumulate the same amount of points, teams will be 
ranked by the quickest time to complete the challenge. 

 
Robot Design and Dimensions 
Robots would benefit from being be able to perform the following: 

● Move forward and backward. 
● Turn in all directions. 
● Detect the difference in color between red and green, and yellow. 
● Detect walls. 
● Implements required to complete these tasks may be added to the robot. 



 
 
Basic Rules, Procedures, and Guidelines 
Participants agree to the following basic rules: 

● Teams must design and build a robot that is capable of completing multiple tasks. 
● Each team will have a total of three minutes to complete the challenge course. 
● While a robot is completing one task, penalties will not be given if the robot goes over 

or through another part of the course. 
● The robot must start at the starting block and end at the stopping block at the end of 

the track.  
 
Scoring Guidelines 

● The highest score a team can achieve is: 10 points 
● In the result of a tie, the team who completed the course in the shortest amount of time 

wins. 
● Programming the robot to complete the following tasks will result in the following point 

values:  
○ Task 1: Complete the maze 

■ Successfully completing the maze: 5 points. 
■ Making it around triangle: 3 points 
■ Completing the two 90 degree turns: 2 points 
■ For each dead end hit for more than 5 seconds: -1 point 

 
○ Task 2: Following the red line: 

■ Making it to the end designated “finish” : 1 points 
■ Following red line to end : 2 points 
■ Staying only within green: 2 points 
■ Each time touching blue: -1 point 
■ Each time touching white: -2 point 

 



One for the Gripper “Robotic” Arm Challenge 
 
Philosophy 
Teams will plan, design and build a “robotic” arm using supplied materials to pick up and move 
an object from one spot or container to another.  The arm must use the supplied items to create 
levers and pneumatic power source to be able to pick up and move an object from one spot to 
another.  Teams will have to consider not only the effectiveness of the design, but also the 
durability and repeatability of its performance. 
 
Overview 
Teams will be challenged to design and build a lever (having pivot joints) style robotic arm based 
on the design activities in the 4-H Junk Drawer Robotics: Level 1; Give Robots a Hand.  The 
robotic arm should be able to grip and retrieve an object (ping pong ball sized) from one 
container then move it to and release it into another container.  The arm should be able to 
move along the X, Y and Z axes.  The arm should also be able to repeatedly retrieve and move 
objects from one container to another without repair. 
 
Procedure and Guidelines 

• Teams must design and build a pneumatic robotic arm from the materials provided. 
• The robotic arm must be a hinged in at least one joint. 
• The arm must use at least five different types of available material (bonus for more than 

five types of materials). 
• The arm must use pneumatics (air-line hose and syringes) as its power source on the X 

and Y axes.  Springs and/or rubber bands may be used to help the arm return to a 
resting position. 

• The arm must be able to grip, move and release only one object at a time. 
• The arm must be able to move at least three objects without having to be repaired 

between retrievals. 
• Movement along the Z axis (rotation side to side) may be done manually (without 

pneumatics).  Bonus will be given to development of pneumatic controls for all axes of 
movement. 

• Teams will have a maximum of one hour to design, build and test their robotic arms 
before the final competition. 

• Tools (small hand saw, drill, scissors, safety glasses, etc.) will be provided for supervised 
use.  Coach and/or mentor will be encouraged to help with tool use. 

 
  



The following will be judging criteria for the finished Robotic Arm: 
 

Functionality: 
Capable of moving along X axis using 
pneumatics 
Capable of moving along Y axis using 
pneumatics 
Capable of moving along Z axis 
Capable of moving along Z axis using 
pneumatics 
 

 
(Yes) 5 points; (No) 0 points 
(Yes) 5 points; (No) 0 points 
(Yes) 5 points; (No) 0 points 

(Yes) 10 points; (No) 0 points 

Durability: 
Capable of three consecutive retrievals 
 

 
(Yes) 10 points; (No) 0 points 

Performance: 
Capable of gripping object to be retrieved 
Capable of releasing object to be retrieved 

 
(Yes) 5 points; (No) 0 points 
(Yes) 5 points; (No) 0 points 

 
Consistency: 
Capable of placing object within the target area 
 

(No) 0 points 
(1 time) 5 Points 

(2 times) 10 Points 
(3 times) 15 Points 

Complexity: 
Various types of parts used (over 5) 

 
(Yes) 10 points; (No) 0 points 

 
The winning team will be the team with the highest Overall Team Score based on the judging 
criteria listed above. 



Challenge Scoring and Awards 
 
Teams will be awarded points for each of the events according to the following scale: 
 

Placing Points 
1st 20 
2nd 18 
3rd 16 
4th 14 
5th 12 
6th 10 
7th 8 
8th 6 
9th 4 

10th 2 
 

In the event of a tie for 1st – 3rd overall team award, tiebreaker events will be as follows: 
 
1st Tiebreaker –  One for the Gripper Ranking 
2nd Tiebreaker – Adventures Under the Sea Ranking 
3rd Tiebreaker – SumoBot Ranking 
4th Tiebreaker – Coin Flip 
 
Awards will be given for the overall top three teams: 
 
1st Overall - $200.00 
2nd Overall - $150.00 
3rd Overall - $100.00 
 
Individual challenge awards: 
 
All members on the 1st place team in each challenge will receive a $10.00 gift card from a variety 
of shopping places (iTunes, Amazon, Google Play, etc) 


